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This paper is a continuation of [I 11. It contains our main results on factoriza- 
tion and applications to Toeplitz operators. In particular, the theorems announ- 
ced in the Introduction of [l I] are proved here. The proofs are heavily based on 
[Ill. It is assumed that the reader has [ll] at hand and we shall use the con- 
structions and results from [l l] without further explanation. We continue the 
numbering of sections, formulas, theorems, etc. as begun in [1 11. 
3. QUASI-CANONICAL FACTORIZATION AND SPECTRAL S.B.I. DIVISORS 
We first briefly reiterate some of the notations and definitions introduced 
in [ll]. 
For two Banach spaces B and P we denote by L(B, B) the space of all linear 
bounded operators acting B --+ 8. In case B = B the notation L(B) is used. 
GL(B) designates the group of all invertible operators in L(B). We denote by I’ 
a rectifiable simple closed contour in the complex plane @ bounding the domain 
F+ and we set F- = [C u {m}]\[F+ u r]. 
Let H(X): r-+ GL(B) be a continuous operator function and suppose that 
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0 E F +. A right quasi-canonical factorization of H(X) (relative to I’) is defined as a 
representation of the form 
W) = H+bv @Ql+ Q22) H-(4, 
where H*(A): F+ U .l-t GL(B) are continuous functions analytic in F* while 
Qr and Qs are complementary projectors. If  the middle factor is equal to I the 
factorization is called canonical. Interchanging the places of H+ and He we 
obtain the definition of a left quasi-canonical and canonical factorization. 
Further, let M(h) = Ci=, ,VMj (IIIj EL(B)) be an operator polynomial 
(abbreviated o.p.). We say that M(h) is an operator polynomial simply behaved at 
inJinity of characteristic 1 (abbreviated I-s.b.i. polynomial) if M(h) is invertible 
in a neighborhood of infinity and [M(X)]-’ has a zero of order I or (I - I) at 
infinity. 
Let M(h), M,(h): r-t GL(B) be two o.p. The polynomial M,(h) is called a 
right r-spectral divisor of M(X) if a(M,) CF.+ and M(X) M-r(h) is an o,p. such 
that a(MM-l) CF-, where o(L) denotes the spectrum of the o.p. L(h). The 
left r-spectral divisors are defined similarly. A r-spectral divisor which is an 
s.b.i. polynomial of characteristic k will be referred to as a P-spectral h-s.b.i. 
divisor. 
In this section we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a rational 
operator polynomial P(X) = x:=-, hjPj (Pj E L(B)) to admit a quasi-canonical 
factorization relative to a contour I’. The criteria are given in terms of finite 
Toeplitz matrices, whose entries are the moments Jr XjP-l(/\) dh of the operator 
function P-l(h) with respect to the contour r. Some explicit formulas for the 
factorization factors are found via these Toeplitz matrices. The stability of the 
quasi-canonical factorization is deduced from our general criteria. These 
criteria allow us also to improve our results on canonical factorization obtained 
in [6]. 
The strategy of the proofs is based on the simple observation that a rational, 
polynomial P(h) = x;=-, XjP, admits a quasi-canonical factorization if and only 
if the o.p. XvP(h) has a r-spectral (r $- I)-s.b.i. divisor. Thus, each theorem on 
quasi-canonical factorization is preceded by a corresponding result on existence 
of a r-spectral (r + I)-s.b.i. divisor. In turn the proofs of the existence theorems 
for s.b.i. divisors are based on the techniques developed in the preceding two 
chapters. 
3.1. Criteria for the Existence of Spectral S.B.I. Divisors 
Let H(A): r-L(B) be a continuous function and let 
Dj = (27ri)-l [ h-j-W(X) dh (j = 0, kl,...) 
‘l- 
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be the moments of H(h) with respect to lY Recall that in the case of the unit 
circle r the operators Dj are actually the Fourier coefficients of H(h). For a 
triple of integers (-CC <) y < /3 < (Y ( < CO) we introduce the Toeplitz 
matrix 
We shall omit the subscript r whenever the integration is along I’ and there 
is no danger of misunderstanding. 
Note that T(H; 01, OL, y) = row(DJL, and T(H; cy, y, y) = col(Di)E, . 
In this section we prove criteria for existence of r-spectral s.b.i. divisors of 
an o.p. M(h) in terms of one-sided invertibility and generalized invertibility of 
the operators T(M-l; 01, /3, y). Recall that an operator A EL(B, 8) has a general- 
ized inverse if there exists an operator F EL(B, B) such that AFA = A. The 
operator F will be referred to as a generalized inverse of A and will be denoted 
F = A-l. It is well known that an operator A EL(B, 8) has a generalized 
inverse if and only if the subspaces Im A and Ker A are complemented in B and 
B, respectively. 
As mentioned in Section 2.3 a linear o.p. M(h) = MO + MM1 always has a 
right (left) r-spectral s.b.i. divisor of characteristic 1. We therefore consider 
operator polynomials M(X) = xl=-, UMj of degree 2 > 2 in all theorems con- 
cerning existence of spectral s.b.i. divisors. 
THEOREM 3.1. An o.p. M(X): r---f GL(B) of degree 1 2 2 has a right r-spectral 
s.b.i. divisor of characteristic k (k > 1) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the operator T(M-l; - I, -k + 1, -k - 1+ 2) is right invertibZe; 
(ii) Ker T(M-l; -k-1,-k- I,-k-Z)IKerT(M-I;-1,-k,-k 
- l +l); 
(iii) the operator T(M-l; - 1, -k, -k - 1 + I) has a generalized inverse. 
In case k = 1 condition (i) is redundant, while in case k = 2, I $- 1 conditions (ii) 
and (iii) are redundant. 
Proof. Since M(h) has invertible values for all A E r, there exists a point 
a E F-, a + o(M). Without loss of generality we may restrict ourselves to the 
case when M(a) = I. 
Let (X, T, 2) be a standard triple of the manic o.p. L(h) = hlM(h-l + a), i.e., 
it is a generating triple of M(h). Decompose this triple as in (1.8): 
x= [X+,X-], T = F+ @ p- , 2, z= z- 7 [ 1 (3.1) 
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with respect to the contour f  = {(A ~ a)-’ 1 h E r}. Let us denote T+~ =- 
F;r +- al and X,. = 2, , Z+ = Z, , Then by Theorems 1.5 and 1.9, (XT. , T+) 
and (T+ , 2,) are, respectively, right and left r-spectral pairs of M(A). In view 
of Theorem 2.7 we have to prove that conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.1 are 
equivalent to the right invertibility of the operator CO~(X,T+~)~:~ and the left 
invertibility of the operator CO~(X+T+~)~:~ . 
First note that formulas (1.21) allow the following representation of the 
operator T(M-l; -1, -Fz + 1, -1 - K + 2): 
T(Mpl; -1, --k + 1, --I - k + 2) 
= -co~(X+T~?~)~‘=-,” . i’i-” . row( T+iZ+):zi . 
The definition of a left r-spectral pair ensures that the operator 
row(T+iZ+)aki is right invertible and therefore condition (i) of the theorem is 
equivalent to the right invertibility of the operator CO~(X+T+~)~:~ . 
Now let us check that conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to the left inver- 
tibility of the operator CO~(X+T+~)~:=~ . Indeed, using again formulas (1.21) we 
obtain the following decompositions of the operators involved: 
T(W’; --k - 1, --h - 1, --k - I) 
(3.2) 
= -X+ . T,” . Tj.-” * row(T+iZ+)ki , 
T(W1; - 1, --k, --h - L-t I) 
(3.3) 
Suppose that col(X+T,i)~~~ is invertible from the left. Then one can easily 
check that the operator 
- [row( T., iZJ~~3-’ . Tam-’ . [c~l(X+T:c-~--~)~~~]-’ 
is a generalized inverse of T(AP; - 1, --k, --k - 2 -6 I), i.e., condition (iii) 
holds. In addition, since Ker col(X_T+i)~~~ = {O], we have 
Ker COI(X+T~-~-‘)~~~ . Tip2 . row( T,.iZ+):Ii = Ker row( T+ ‘Z+)il: 
But 
Ker X,. . T+k . Fi-’ . row( T+“Z+)~~~ 3 Ker row( T+iZ+):lk 
and inclusion (ii) follows from decompositions (3.2) and (3.3). 
Eow let us show how conditions (ii) and (iii) imply the left invertibility of 
the operator c~l(X+T+~)f:t . First note that the right invertibility of 
row(T., iZ+)::A in conjunction with (3.3) leads to the equality 
Im col(X+T~-‘-‘)~~~ -= Im T(M-‘; ~ I, --k, -k - I + l), 
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and (iii) ensures that the subspace Imcol(X+T+k-i-l)~~~ is complemented and 
therefore Imcol(X+T+i)~, is also. 
Thus it remains to check that Ker col(X+T+i)~~~ = 0. Note that the definition 
of a right r-spectral pair leads to the equality Ker col(X+T+i)~~~ = (O}. So it 
suffices to prove that 
Ker col(X+T+‘)~~, = Ker CO~(X+T+~)~~~ (3.4) 
for each p 3 k. First let us prove (3.4) for p = k + 1. 
The inclusion C in (3.4) is apparent. To prove the converse inclusion take an 
arbitrary f~ Ker CO~(X+T+~)~~ and denote by W a right inverse of Fk’ . 
row( T+iZ+)j:i . Then Wf E Ker[col(X+T,““-‘)fzi . py . row(T+iZ+)Li] and 
in view of (3.2) and (3.3) condition (ii) leads to X+T+lf = [X+T+” . r?;,“” . 
row(T+iZ+)::i]. Wf = 0, i.e., f  E Ker X+T+lc and (3.4) follows for p = K + 1. 
For p > K + 1 take f  E Ker col(X+T+i$~~ and apply the above arguments 
to T+f E Ker CO~(X+T+~)~~~ . Then we obtain T+f E Ker X+T+k or f  E 
Ker(X+T+i)fzt and so on. 
The theorem is proved completely. 
Remark 3.2. It is easily seen from the above proof that condition (iii) in 
Theorem 3.1 can be replaced by the following one: 
(iii’) the subspace Im T(M-l; -1, -k, -k - 1) is complemented. 
The left analog of Theorem 3.1 looks as follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. An o.p. M(h): r + GL(B) of degree 1 > 2 has a left r-spectral 
k-s.b.i. divisor (k > 1) if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the operator T(M-l; -1, --2, --I - k + 2) is left invertible; 
(ii) Im T(M-l; --I, -Z, ---I - k + 1) 1 Im T(M-l; -k - 1, --I - k, 
---I - k); 
(iii) the operator T(M-‘; - 1, -1, --I- k + 1) has a generalized inverse. 
In case k = 1 condition (i) is redundant, while in case k = 1, 1 + 1 conditions (ii) 
and (iii) are redundant. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. 
Now we present alternative criteria for existence of s.b.i. divisors, which are 
stated in terms of one-sided invertibility of the operators T(M-I; a,/?, y). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let M(h): r- GL(B) be an o.p. of degree I > 2 and let 
0 EF+. Then M(X) has a right r-spectral s.b.i. divisor of characteristic k (k > 1) 
if and only if 
the operator T1 = T(M-l; - 1, -k + 1, -k - 1 + 2) is right invertible, and 
the operator T2 = T(hP; -k + I - 1, -k, --I + 1) is left invertible. 
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In case k = 1 the right invertibility of TI is redundant, while in case 
k = 1, 1 + 1 the left invertibility of Tz is redundant. 
Proof. Let us choose a point a EF- as in Theorem 1.14 and suppose 
M(a) = I. We preserve all the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 3. I. 
As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the right invertibility of TI is equivalent 
to the right invertibility of the operator CO~(X+T+~)~~~ . Thus, in view of Theo- 
rem 2.7 it remains to establish that T, is left invertible if and only if the same is 
true for the operator COI(X+T+~)~~~ . 
Denote for convenience T- = I + ai?, XV = X- , Z- = Z- and apply 
formulas (1.24) to obtain the following representation of the operator T,: 
(3.5) 
The first operator in this product can be represented according to formula 
(1.11): COI(X-?‘-~TA-~-~)~:~ = Ul(a) col(X-?-i)~~~ , and therefore it is left 
invertible in view of the left invertibility of the operator c~l(X-~-~):~~ . The 
left invertibility of the latter follows from the fact that (X- , T) is a part of the 
standard pair (X, T) of the manic o.p. L(h) = hzM(h-l + a). 
Now using (3.5) we conclude that the left invertibility of T, is equivalent to 
the left invertibility of the operator row( If_l-‘-“iT-iZ~)~$“. On the other hand 
the latter admits the representation 
(for the definition of U,-,(a) see Section 1.3) and therefore the operator Tz is 
left invertible if and only if the same is true for the operator row(p-i_iZJ:$-l. 
Remark that & , F* , and 2, are the components in decomposition (3.1) of a 
standard triple of the manic o.p. L(X). Thus Lemma 1.2 can be applied and we 
infer that the left invertibility of Tz is equivalent to the left invertibility of 
col(X+~+~)~~ , which in turn is equivalent to the left invertibility of 
CO~(X+T+~)~~, because of the equality 
~ol(X+T~-~-~)f~~ = U,(a) . CO~(X+~+~)~~~ * pi-“. 
The theorem is proved. 
For the left s.b.i. divisors an analogous result holds. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M(h): r-+ GL(B) be an o.p. of degree 1 3 2 and let 
0 E F+. Then M(h) has a left r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor (k > 1) if and only ;f  
and 
the operator T(M-1; - I , - 1, - 1 - k +- 2) is left invertible, 
the operator T(M-l; 1 - k - 1, 0, -1 + 1) is right invertible. 
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In case k = 1 the left invertibility of T(M-l; - 1, -1, -1 - k + 2) is redun- 
dant, while in case k = I,1 + 1 the right invertibility of T(M-I; I- k - 1, 0, 
-1 + 1) is redundant. 
Remark 3.6. The condition 0 E F+, with is imposed on the contour r in 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, can be omitted, if one replaces the matrices of type 
T(M-l; 01, /?, y) involved in the statements of these theorems by corresponding 
matrices of type 
Qdb) k(b) ... 40) 
T#Wl; oi, ,!I, y) = i 
: I 4(b) OAb) *.* &o+,(b) ’ 
(3.6) 
where b EF+ and D,(b) =(1/2ri) Jr (A- b)-j-l M-l(h) dh. 
The proofs are easily reduced to the case 0 EF+ by shifting of the argument 
X -+ h + b (indeed, Corollary 2.2 ensures that the property of an operator 
polynomial to have a spectral s.b.i. divisor is invariant under the shift h + A + b). 
3.2. Criteria for Quasi-Canonical Factorization 
Let r be a closed rectifiable simple contour, and let H(X): r+ GL(B) be a 
continuous operator function. It will always be assumed that 0 EF+ whenever 
we deal with the factorization problem. In this section we consider left and right 
quasi-canonical factorizations of rational operator polynomials of the form 
P(h) = x;&. hjPj: r ---f GL(B), where s and Y  are nonnegative integers. First 
note that if P(h) admits a right quasi-canonical factorization 
P(h) = P+(h) . @Q, i QJ * P-(4, (3.7) 
then P+(h) is an o.p. of degree <s, while P-(h) is an o.p. on h-i of degree <Y + 1. 
Indeed, rewrite (3.7) in the form 
VP(X) P?(X) . (A-‘Q1 + QJ = KSP+(A). 
Since the left-hand side is analytic in F-, the same is true for h+P+(h). Taking 
into consideration that P+(A) is analytic in F+, we infer that P+(h) is a polynomial 
and its degree is less than or equal to s. Rewriting (3.7) in the form 
(AQ2 + Ql) . P;‘(A) . h’P(h) = h7+1P-(X), 
we conclude by similar arguments that P-(h) is a polynomial on X-l of degree 
<Y + 1. The same remark holds also for left quasi-canonical factorization. 
The relation of quasi-canonical factorization to s.b.i. divisors is revealed by 
the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let P(A) = xi=-, hjPj: r+ CL(B) be a rational operator 
polynomial. Then P(A) admits a right quasi-canonical factorization if and only if the 
o.p. ArP(A) has a right r-spectral (Y + 1)-s.b.i. divisor. 
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Proof. Suppose that XrP(A) has a right r-spectral (Y + 1)-s.b.i. divisor 
N(h). Then X’P(/\) = N+(h) N(h), where the operator functions N$‘(h) are 
analytic in F i and continuous on F+ v I’. By definition of an s.b.i. polynomial 
there exists a pair of complementary projectors Q, and Qs such that the product 
N(A) = (AQ, + Qz) N(X) is an o.p. of degree r 4 I with invertible leading 
coefficient. Then 
X'P(A) = N+(h) . (A-lQ1 + Q,) . R(A), 
and the representation 
PN = f'+N . C&l + XQz) . P-(4 (3.8) 
holds with P+(h) = N+(h), P-(A) = A-r-lN(h). Since o(N) = s(m) CFf, the 
operator functions P:‘(h) are analytic in F- and continuous on F- u I’. 
Thus representation (3.8) means actually the right quasi-canonical factoriza- 
tion of P(h). 
Now suppose that P(h) admits a quasi-canonical factorization (3.7). In parti- 
cular, P-(m) is invertible. Thus hr+lP-(X) is an o.p. of degree Y + 1 with 
invertible leading coefficient, and, consequently, M(h) = (A-IQ, + Q1) )\?+lP-(X) 
is an (Y + I)-s.b.i. polynomial. In addition, CT(M) CF+ and XrP(X) = P+(X) . 
M(h), i.e., M(A) is a right r-spectral divisor of X’P(A). 
The proposition is proved. 
Now it is clear that every result on existence of r-spectral s.b.i. divisors can be 
turned into a theorem on quasi-canonical factorization of a rational polynomial 
P(h) = CtPT hjPj by considering the o.p. hrP(h). Thus the results of the 
preceding section lead to the following criteria for quasi-canonical factorization. 
THEOREM 3.8. A rational polynomial P(X) = xi=-,. XjPj: r + GL(B) admits 
a right quasi-canonical factorization if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the operator T(P-l; Y - 1, 0, -Y - s + 1) is right invertible; 
(ii) Ker T(P-l; -2, -2, -Y - s - 1) r) Ker T(P-l; Y - 1, -1, -Y - s); 
(iii) the operator T(P-1; Y - 1, - 1, -Y - s) has a generalized inverse. 
In case r = 0, condition (i) is redundant; in case s < 1, conditions (ii) and (iii) 
are redundant. 
THEOREM 3.9. A rational polynomial P(h) = C;z-T XjP: r - GL(B) admits 
a right quasi-canonical factorization if and only if the operator T(P-l; Y - I, 0, 
-Y - s i 1) is right invertible and the operator T(P-I; s -I-- Y - 2, - 1, -S -{- 1) 
is left invertible. In case r = 0, the jirst condition is redundant; in case s :< 1, the 
second one is redundant. 
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The above two theorems follow from the criteria for existence of right spectral 
s.b.i. divisors given by Theorems 3.1 and 3.4. The corresponding results on left 
s.b.i. divisors (Theorem 3.3 and 3.5) lead to the following criteria for left 
quasi-canonical factorization. 
THEOREM 3.10. A rationalpolynomial P(h) = Cb-T AjPj: P-+ GL(B) admits 
a left quasi-canonical factorization if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the operator T(P1; Y  - 1, -s, -s - r + 1) is left invertible; 
(ii) Im T(P-l; r - 1, -s, -s - r)1 Im T(P-l; -2, -r -- s - 1, -Y - 
s- 1); 
(iii) the operator T(P-l; r - 1, -s, -s - r) has a generalized inverse. 
In case Y = 0, condition (i) is redundant; in case s < 1, conditions (ii) and (iii) 
are redundant. 
THEOREM 3. Il. A rational polynomial P(A) = Ciz-7 @P,: I’ ---f GL(B) admits 
a left quasi-canonical factorization if and only if the operator T(P-l; Y - 1, -s, 
-s - r + 1) is left invertible and the operator T(P-l; s + Y - 2, r, -s + 1) is 
right invertible. In case Y = 0, the $rst condition is redundant; in case s < 1, the 
second one is redundant. 
As a corollary of general Theorems 3.9 and 3.11, let us deduce criteria for left 
and right factorization of an operator function of the form X-lP_, + P0 + XP, , 
with P, E L(B), relative to the unit circle I’,, . 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let the rational polynomial P(A) = klPWl + P,, + XP, , 
be invertible for i X i = 1, and let P-l(h) = Cj”=_, NY, be the Fourier series of 
P-l(h). Then P(h) admits a right quasi-canonical factorization relative to I’, if and 
only if the operator [C, , C-,] is right invertible, and P(X) admits a left quasi- 
canonical factorization relative to I, if and only if the operator [E;l] is left inver- 
tible. 
3.3. Two-Sided Quasi-Canonical Factorization and Existence of Spectral S.B.I. 
Divisors from Both Sides 
In this section we are interested in the case in which a rational polynomial 
admits simultaneously right and left quasi-canonical factorization. A relevant 
criterion is obtained by the usual procedure from a corresponding result on 
simultaneous existence of right and left spectral s.b.i. divisors. 
Clearly, a criterion for existence of r-spectral s.b.i. divisors from both sides 
can be obtained simply by combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 or Theorems 3.4 
and 3.5. The same can be done with Theorems 3.8 and 3.10 or Theorems 3.9 
and 3.11 in order to obtain a criterion for two-sided quasi-canonical factoriza- 
tion. 
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We omit the corresponding statements. Instead, we shall present here a more 
convenient form of the criteria for s.b.i. divisors and quasi-canonical factoriza- 
tion, which involves Toeplitz matrices T(M-l; CL, /3, y) and T(P-l; o1,/I, y) of 
smaller sizes than would follow by the direct application of theorems from 
Sections 3.1-3.2. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let M(h) = I:=, AjMj: r-t GL(B) be an o.p. of degree 
1 3 1, and let 0 E F+. Then M(h) has simultaneously a right r-spectral k-s.b.i. 
divisor and a left r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor if and only if the follow&g conditions 
hold (except for the case that k = 1 = 1). 
For the case that 2k - 1 > 1: 
(a) the operator T(M-‘; -1, -k, -2k + 2) is left invertible; 
(b) the operator T(M-‘; -1, -k --t I, -2k -+ 2) is right invertible. 
For the case that 2k - 1 < 1: 
(c) the operator T(M-l; I- 2k, -k, -1 + 1) is left invertible; 
(d) the operator T(M-I; I- 2k, -k + I, -1 + 1) is right invertible. 
Moreover, all the conditions (a)-(d) are necessary in both cases. 
Proof. We preserve the notation introduced in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.4. 
First note that by Theorems 2.7 and 2.9 the existence of right and left 
r-spectral k-s.b.i. d ivisors is equivalent to the following conditions: 
(i) the operator col(X+T+j)~~~ is right invertible; 
(ii) the operator col(X+T+$;~ is left invertible; 
(iii) the operator row(T+jZ+)&i is left invertible; 
(iv) the operator row (TljZ+$$ is right invertible. 
Using formulas (1.21) we obtain the decomposition 
T(M-l; - 1, -k, -2k + 2) = -co~(X+T~-‘-~)~~~ . pr” * row(T+iZ+)~Z~, 
(3.9) 
and condition (a) follows from (ii) and (iii). 
Similarly, 
T(M-l; - 1, -k + 1, -2k + 2) = -~ol(X+T~-~-~)f~~ . Tt-” * row(T+‘Z+)f~~, 
(3.10) 
and condition (b) follows from (i) and (iv). So the necessity of conditions (a) and 
(b) is proved. 
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Now let us prove that conditions (a) and (b) are sufficient in case I = 2K - 1. 
Indeed, in this case applying formulas (1.11) we can rewrite (3.9) and (3.10) as, 
T(M-1; -1, --k, -2k + 2) 
= U,(a) . col(X+T+i)fi~ . row(~+‘,iZ,.)~~~ * [U,-,(u)]’ . U,-i; 
(3.11) 
T(M-1; -1, --k + 1, -2k + 2) 
= - U,-,(a) f col(X+l?;i)~~~ * row(P+iZ+)~~~ . [Uk(a)]r U, , 
(3.12) 
where U,,, = (S,,,-,-,I)~,& . Since the operators U,(a) and U, are invertible 
condition (a) and formula (3.11) ensure the left inveribility of the operator 
c~l(X+T+~)f:~ . row( P+iZ+)kt . But then by Lemma 1.3 the operator 
c~l(X+~+~)~~~ is left invertible, and this implies immediately that (ii) is satisfied 
(in view of formulas (1.11)). Th e condition (iii) follows directly from formula 
(3.9) and the left irivertibility of T(ilP; -1, --k, -2k + 2). In the same 
manner one can deduce conditions (i) and (iv) from decompositions (3.10) and 
(3.12) and condition (b). 
So the theorem is proved in the case when I = 2k - 1. If 2K .- 1 > I, then 
regard M(h) as a polynomial X:=0 PM, of degree Z = 2K - 1 with Mi = 0 for 
j = I + l,..., Z to obtain the assertion of the theorem. Now assume that 2K - 
1 < 1. Define the o.p. A?(A) = Az-2k+1M(X) of degree Z = 2Z- 2k + 1. Since 
0 EF+, the existence of a right (left) r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor for M(A) is 
equivalent to the existence of a right (left) r-spectral ks.b.i. divisor for a(h), 
where k=Z--K+ 1. But 2k”-- 1 =Z, and applying the already proved 
assertion to the o.p. A?(A) we conclude that M(h) has a right r-spectral K-s.b.i. 
divisor and a left r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(a’) the operator T(A?‘-l; -1, -k, -2k” + 2) is left invertible; 
(b’) the operator T(@-l; - 1, -k” + 1, -2k + 2) is right invertible. 
Substituting here K” = I - 12 + 1 and replacing J #a-l(A) dh by 
j- ,j2k-l-l+jM-l@) d/\, we obtain that (a’) and (b’) are equivalent to (c) and (d). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.13, it remains to show the necessity 
of all the conditions (a)-(d). F or conditions (a) and (b) it has already been shown 
in the beginning of the proof. 
To prove the necessity of (c) and (d), we note that from Lemma 1.3 one can 
easily deduce the equivalence of conditions (i)-(iv) to the following: 
(i’) the operator row( !fpiZ-):z,” is right invmtible; 
(ii’) the operator row(~P’_iZP)~$l is left invertible; 
(iii’) the operutor col(X-~-$:~ is Zeft invertible; 
(iv’) the operator col(X~~-~)~$‘-’ is right invertibZe. 
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Using formulas (1.24) we obtain the decompositions 
T(M-I; 2 - 2k, -k, --I + 1) 
(3.13) 
= col(X-~~y”-y, . Ty-l-1 . row(T-“~~-“-i-‘z_):r,“-‘, 
T(M-l;Z-22K,--K+ 1,--I+ 1) 
(3.14) 
= col(x-~-iTz-“-l-i):_~-l . p-1 . row( pp-k-y; . 
Here the operator T- = I $- ape is invertible. Representing 
c~l(X-~-~T?-r-~)~;~ = U,(a) . col(X-Fe’);& 
row( T-ip?-i-lZ-)E;’ = row( TeiZ-)Eil . [ U,(a)lT * U, , 
we obtain from (i’)-(iv’) that the operators T(M-l; 2 - 2k, --K, --I + 1) and 
T(M-l; I - 2K, --K + 1, --I + 1) are one-sided invertible as products of one- 
sided invertible operators. 
Theorem 3.13 is proved completely. 
Remark 3.14. In the statement of Theorem 3.13 we made an exception for 
the case when k = Z = 1. In this case right and left r-spectral s.b.i. divisors of 
characteristic 1 always exist. Note also that for k = Z = 1, the conditions of 
Theorem 3.13 are void. 
Remark 3.15. The condition 0 E F+ was used in the proof of sufficiency for 
the case that 2k - 1 -=c Z only. If 0 EF+, it is possible to state an analog of 
Theorem 3.13 by shifting h + X + b (b E F+) as explained in Remark 3.6. 
THEOREM 3.16. Let P(h) = xi=-, AjP,: r + GL(B) be a rational polynomial. 
Then the following statements are equivalent (except for the case that r = 0 and 
s = 1): 
(CX) P(h) admmits both left and right quasi-canonical factorization; 
(8) for some q0 > q1 = max(r, s - l), the operator T(P-l; q0 - 1, -1, 
-q,,) is left invertible and the operator T(P-I; q,, - 1, 0, -q,,) is right invertible; 
(y) for every q > q2 = min(r, s - l), the operator T(P-l; q - 1, -1, -q) 
is left invertible and the operator T(P-I; q - 1, 0, -q) is right invertible. In the 
case that r = 0 and s = 1, a quasi-canonical factorization (right and left) always 
exists. 
Proof. Let us prove the equivalence of (CC) and @). Assuming P-,,‘. = ... = 
P-,-l = 0, we can always suppose that q0 = max(r, s - 1). But then the 
equivalence (CX) o (/3) is a consequence of Theorem 3.13 (taking into account 
Proposition 3.7 and its dual analog). The implication (y) ti (,@ is trivial. To 
prove that (a) * (y), regard P(h) as P(A) = J$-r XjP, , where r” 3 Y, f > S, 
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and Pj = 0 for j > s and j < -Y. Then Theorem 3.13 allows us to claim that 
all the operators T(P-l; r” - 1, -1, 9) and T(P-I; s”-- 2, -1, -f+ 1) are 
left invertible, and all the operators T(P-l; r” - 1, 0, 9) and T(P-l; f  - 2,0, 
--s” + 1) are right invertible for every pair of integers (P, i) such that r” 3 r and 
5 > s. Thus (y) follows. 
3.4. Stability of Spectral S.B.I. Divisors and Quasi-Canonical Factorization 
The results of the preceding sections allow us to give a simple and direct 
proof of stability of existence of s.b.i. divisors and quasi-canonical factorization. 
For a given operator function H(A): r + L(B) define 
THEOREM 3.17. Let M(h): r -+ GL(B) be an 0.~. of degree 1 which has a right 
(resp. left) r-spectral s.b.i. divisor of characteristic k. Let q 2 1 be a fixed integer. 
Then every o.p. N(h) of degree bq, such that 11 M - N Ilr is small enough, has also 
a right (resp. left) r-spectral s.b.i. divisor of characteristic k. 
Proof. Note that N(h) is invertible for every h E I’, if I/ M - N lir is small 
enough. 
Regard M(A) as an o.p. of degree q. Then the theorem follows immediately 
from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, because one-sided invertibility of a linear bounded 
operator is stable under small perturbations (in the operator norm), and the 
norm 
II T(M-l; 01, B, r) - T(N-‘; 01, B, r)ll (4 - 2 3 012 B 3 Y b --2q + 1) 
can be estimated by C . I/ M - N Ilr , where the constant C depends on q, r, and 
Jw). 
For the quasi-canonical factorization we present a more precise result. 
THEOREM 3.18. Let P(h) = Cb-T hjPj: r-+ GL(B) be a rational o.p., which 
admits a right (resp. left) quasi-canonical factorization. Let q1 3 Y and q2 > s be 
jxed integers. Then any rational 0.~. of the form R(h) = XT& hjR, such that 
11 P - R Ilr is small enough, admits also a right (~esp. left) quti-canonicalfactoriza- 
tion. In this case the middle factor hQ, + Qz of the quasi-canonicul factorization 
can be chosen the same for P(A) and R(A). 
Proof. The first part follows immediately from Theorems 3.9 and 3.11, when 
regarding P(,\) as 
with A-,1 = ... = A-,-, = A,+1 = ... = Agz = 0. 
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Let US prove that the middle factors can be chosen the same in the right (left) 
quasi-canonical factorization of P(h) and R(A). It suffices to prove that these 
middle factors are similar. Consider, for instance, the right quasi-canonical 
factorization. Let M(X) = XV(h) and IV(h) = h%R(h) be operator polynomials. 
By Theorem 3.17, M(h) and N(h) have right r-spectral ((I~ + I)-s.b.i. divisors 
Q,&) and QN(X), respectively, (provided jl P - R /lr is small enough). 
We now show that a right r-spectral pair of Q,,,(h) can be chosen to be close 
to that of QM(h) (if 11 P - R Ilr is small enough). Indeed, by Theorem 2.6 it is 
sufficient to check this for the right r-spectral pairs of M(h) and N(h). But this 
follows from Theorem 1.5, because the coefficients of N(h) are close to the 
corresponding coefficients of M(h). 
Now the proof of Theorem 2.7 shows that, for Ij P - R I/r small enough, the 
right r-spectral s.b.i. divisors Q,,,,(h) and QN(/\) can be (and are) chosen in such 
a way that ]I QM - QN /jr is as small as we wish. As follows from Theorem 2.1, 
there exist projectors S, and S, such that the operator polynomials (X(1 - S,) 
+ S,) . QM(h) and (h(l- S,) $ S,) . QN(X) are of degree q1 + 1 and have 
invertible leading coefficients. Moreover, Remark 2.4 and the assertion proved in 
the preceding paragraph ensure that S,V is arbitrarily close to S, if Ij P - R /IF 
is small enough. In particular, there exists E > 0 such that for I/ P - R Ilr < E 
the operator S, - S,,, becomes sufficiently small to ensure the existence of an 
operator V E GL(B) such that V(Im S,) -= Im S, and V(Ker S,,) = Ker S,V 
(see [8, Theorem 1.21). Thus S, = VS,V-l. To complete the proof it remains 
only to remark that from the proof of Proposition 3.7 it is clear that the middle 
factor of the right quasi-canonical factorization of P(A) (resp. R(h)) is just 
AS,\, + (1 - S,) (rev. AS, + (I- ~s,~)). 
Remark 3.19. In Theorem 3.17 instead of the norm 11 Mllr of an o.p. 
M(h) = J$, XjM, one can use the polynomial norm (1 M/ID = Cj=, /I Mj 11 . 
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.17 (i.e., when the degrees of the perturbed 
operator polynomials are supposed to be uniformly bounded) both norms are 
equivalent. However, if we delete the requirement of uniform boundedness of 
the degrees, then the stability of existence of spectral s.b.i. divisors behaves 
differently under the norms I/ M lir and /I M IID . In fact, the existence of a spectral 
s.b.i. divisor is stable under 11 M lir (at 1 eas in the finite-dimensional case) t 
even when the degrees of the perturbed polynomial are not uniformly bounded 
(see [2]). On the other hand, it is easy to construct a finite-dimensional example 
showing that the existence of a spectral s.b.i. divisor is not stable under 11 M/ID , 
if there is no requirement of the uniform boundedness of the degrees. 
Of course, this remark is valid also for rational polynomials. 
3.5. Manic Spectral Divisors and Canonical Factoriu-ation 
In this section we apply the results obtained above to the problem of canonical 
factorization and the related problem of manic spectral divisors. 
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We begin with manic spectral divisors. The investigations are based on the 
results of Sections 3.1 and 3.3, and on the simple observation that a manic o.p. 
of degree K can be viewed simultaneously as a K-s.b.i. polynomial and as a 
(k + 1)-s.b.i. polynomial. 
THEOREM 3.20. An o.p. M(h): r + GL(B) of degree 1 has a right l%pectral 
manic divisor of degree k if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(*) the operator T(M-l; - 1, -k, -k - I+ 1) is right invertible; 
(**) Ker T(M-l; -k - 1, - k - 1, -k - 1) 3 Ker T(M-l; -1, -k, 
-k - E + 1). 
Proof. Applying condition (i) of Theorem 3.1 for k + 1 and condition (ii) 
of the same theorem for k, we obtain the necessity of (*) and (**). Let us prove 
their sufficiency. We have to check that conditions (i)--(iii) of Theorem 3.1 
hold for k and k + 1. Condition (i) for k + 1 is the same as (*), while this 
condition for k is an obvious consequence of (*). Condition (ii) for k is the same, 
as (**), and condition (ii) for k + 1 follows from (**) by the usual arguments 
(see the proof of Theorem 3.1). Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.1 for k is obviously 
satisfied in view of (*). It remains to check that condition (iii) holds for k + 1. 
Indeed, condition (**) leads to the equality 
Ker T(M-i; -1, -k, -k - l+ 1) = Ker T(M-l; -1, -k - 1, -k -I), 
and therefore the subspace Ker T(M-l; - 1, -k - 1, -k - I) is comple- 
mented in view of (*). Further, since Im T(&P; - 1, -k, -k - I f  1) 
= B”, it is easily seen that the subspace {(Sij~)~~~ 1 x E B) C Bk+l is a direct 
complement to Tm T(M-+ - 1, -k - 1, -k - 1) in Bk+l, and condition (iii) 
of Theorem 3.1 for k + 1 follows. 
The theorem is proved. 
Analogously one can deduce from Theorem 3.3 the following dual result. 
THEOREM 3.21. An o.p. M(h): r + GL(B) of degree 1 has a left r-spectral 
manic divisor of degree k if and only if the operator T(M-I; - 1, -1, -k - 1 + 1) 
is left invertible and 
Theorems 3.20 and 3.21 were proved in [6] for manic polynomials M(X). 
Let us give now criteria for existence of spectral manic divisors, which 
follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. These criteria are applicable if 0 E Ff. 
409/75/‘-2 
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THEOREM 3.22. Let M(h): r - GL(B) be an o.p. of degree 1, and suppose that 
0 E F+. Then M(X) has a right r-spectral manic divisor of degree k if and only if 
(*) the operator T(M-l; - I, -k, -k - I + I) is right invertible and 
(%*) the operator T(M-1; -k im I- 1, -k, --I + 1) is left invertible. 
Proof. As mentioned above, the existence of a right r-spectral manic divisor 
of degree k is equivalent to the simultaneous existence of right I’-spectral k-s.b.i. 
and (k + I)-s.b.i. divisors. In view of Theorem 3.4, the existence of a k-s.b.i. 
divisor implies, in particular, that (**) holds, and the existence of a (k ~- 1)-s.b.i. 
divisor implies (*). 
Conversely, suppose that (*) and (**) hold. Obviously, the right invertibility 
of T(W1, - 1, -k, -k - I + 1) leads to the right invertibility of T(M-1; - 1, 
-k+l,-k-172). 
In view of Theorem 3.4, this in conjunction with (**) means the existence of a 
right F-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor. Now the left invertibility of T(M-l; -k f  I- 1, 
--k, --I + 1) implies the same for the operator T(M-I; -k + 1- 2, -k - 1, 
-1 + 1). Taking into account (**) and applying again Theorem 3.4, we infer 
that M(h) has also a right r-spectral (k + I)-s.b.i. divisor. Hence, the theorem is 
proved. 
The left analog of Theorem 3.22 looks as follows. 
THEOREM 3.23. Let M(h): r + GL(B) be an 0.~. of degree 1, and let 0 EF+. 
Then M(h) has a left r-spectral manic divisor of degree k if and only if the operator 
T(Mpl; --I, -1, -k - 1 -L 1) is left invertible and the operator T(M-l; 1 - 
k - 1, 0, --I + 1) is right invertible. 
In order to obtain criteria for existence of r-spectral manic divisors from both 
sides, one can just put together Theorems 3.20 and 3.21 or Theorems 3.22 and 
3.23. The corresponding statements are cumbersome and we omit them. Instead 
of this we present a more convenient criterion for existence of manic r-spectral 
divisors from both sides, which is formulated in terms of invertibility of certain 
square block-operator matrices. 
THEOREM 3.24. Let M(A): r+ GL(B) be an o.p. of degree 1, and let 0 EF+-. 
Then M(X) has both right and left r-spectral manic divisors of degree k if and only 
if the following condition is satis$ed. If  2k 2 1, the operator T(M-l; -1, -k, 
-2k + 1) is invertible; if 2k < I, the operator T(M-l; I - 2k - 1, -k, --2 + 1) 
is invertible. &loreover, the invertibility of both operators involved is necessary in 
any case. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.13. The existence of right 
and left r-spectral manic divisors of degree k of M(A) is equivalent to the 
following (in the notation of Theorem 3.13): 
(i) CO~(X+T+~)~:~ is invertible; 
(ii) row( T..iZ,)~~~ is invertible. 
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The usual decomposition of T(M-l; -1, --k, -2K + 1) (like (3.10)) shows 
that this operator is invertible if(i) and (ii) are satisfied. Arguing as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.13 and using Lemma 1.2, one can see that conditions (i) and(ii) are 
equivalent to the invertibility of operators c~l(X-~-~)~$’ and row( p-i;_iZ-)f&‘. 
Hence, by decomposing the operator T(M-i; 1--2/z - 1, --K, --I + 1) in a way 
similar to that in formulas (3.13), (3.14) we obtain the invertibility of this 
operator (provided there exist right and left r-spectral manic divisors of degree 
k of M(A)). 
In order to prove the sufficiency suppose at first that I = 2R. Let the operator 
T(M-l; - 1, -k, -2k + 1) b e invertible. Decomposing it again, we infer that 
‘x-k-- = col(x+T+i)~~~ is right invertible and Z;I- = row(7’+iZ+)t:i is left 
invertible. 
Using formulas (1 .l 1) and Lemma 1.3 we obtain that Z,+ is right invertible. 
Hence the operators lU,+ and Z,+ are invertible, i.e., M(h) has both right and left 
r-spectral manic divisors of degree K. 
If  I < 2R, then regard M(A) as an o.p. of degree i = 2K with the coefficients 
Mj = 0 for j = I + l,..., 1, and apply the already proved case 1 = 2k. 
Finally, suppose I > 2K. Introduce an o.p. M(/\) = Xz-2”M(X) of degree 
2 = 2Z- 2k. Existence of a r-spectral manic divisor of degree k for M(A) is 
equivalent to the existence of such a divisor of degree k” = Z - k for @(A). Since 
2& = l, we can apply again the already proved case Z =: 2k for A(,]). Using the 
equalities T(M-l; -1, -ff, -2k” I 1) = T(M-i; Z - 2k - 1, -k, --I - I), we 
complete the proof of the theorem. 
We pass now to the canonical factorization. Recall that a right quasi-canonical 
factorization 
P(A) = P+(A) . (XQ1 + Q,2) . P-(A) 
is called right canonical if Qi = 0 and Qa = 1. Left canonical factorization is 
defined similarly. It is easily seen that P(X) admits right (left) canonical factoriza- 
tion i f f  both P(h) and h . P(h) admit right (left) quasi-canonical factorization. 
This observation gives a possibility to deduce criteria for canonical factorization 
from the results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 in the same way as was done for manic 
spectral divisors. An alternative method to obtain the criteria for canonical 
factorization consists in application of the results on manic spectral divisors 
presented in this section. The method is based on the following relation of 
canonical factorization to spectral manic divisors: the rational o.p. P(X) = 
C:=-, AjPj admits right (left) canonical factorization i f f  the o.p. hr P(A) has a 
right (left) r-spectral manic divisor of degree Y. This relation follows easily 
from Proposition 3.7. Hence we have only to apply Theorems 3.20-3.24 for 
M(h) = Xr . P(h) and k = r and then to express the matrices of type T(M-I; 
CY, ,B, y) in terms of the matrices of type T(P-l; 01, /3, y). Arguing in this way we 
obtain the following results. 
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THEOREM 3.25. iz rational o.p. P(X) = CI=-? NP,: r+ GL(B) admits a 
right (resp. left) canonical factorization if and only if the operator T(P-l; Y - 1, 0, 
--Y - s - 1) (resp. T(P-I; Y - 1, -s, -Y - s + 1)) is right (resp. left) inver- 
tible and 
Ker T(P-I; -1, -1, --Y - s) 3 Ker T(P-l; r - l,O, -r - s + 1) 
(resp. Im T(P-l; -1, -r - s, -Y - s) C Im T(P-l; r - 1, -s, -Y - s + 1)). 
This result follows from Theorems 3.20 and 3.21. In the case that P(X) is 
manic (i.e., P, = 1) Theorem 3.25 was proved in [6]. 
Theorems 3.22 and 3.23 lead to alternative criteria for canonical factorization. 
THEOREM 3.26. A rational o.p. P(X) = xi=+, hjP,: r-t GL(B) admits right 
(resp. left) canonical factorization if and only if the operator T(P-l; r - 1, 0, 
--Y - s + 1) (resp. T(P-l; s + Y - 1, Y, -s + 1)) is right inoertible and the 
operator T(P-l; s + r - 1, 0, -s + 1) (resp. T(P-l; r - 1, -s, -s - r + 1)) 
is left invertible. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.24 we have a criterion for two-sided 
canonical factorization. 
THEOREM 3.27. A rational o.p. P(h) = Ciz-, hjPj: I’+ GL(B) admits both 
right and left canonical factorizations if and only if the following conditions hold. 
In the case Y 2 s, the operator T(P-I; Y - 1, 0, -r + I) is invertible; in the case 
that r < s, the operator T(Ppl; s - 1, 0, s + I) is invertible. Moreover, both these 
operators are invertible if P(h) admits two-sided canonical factorization. 
The last result allows us to obtain the following final criterion. 
THEOREM 3.28. Let P(h) = Ci=-,. XjPj: r-+ GL(B) be a rational 0.~. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) P(,\) admits both left and right canonical factorixations; 
(/3) for some 4” > q1 = max(r, s), the operator T(P-l; 4 - 1, 0, -4” + 1) is 
invertible; 
(y) fey every q > qz = min(r, s), the operator T(Ppl; q - I, 0, -q + 1) is 
invertible. 
Proof. Equivalence (a)-- (/3) follows directly from Theorem 3.27, if P(h) 
is regarded as P(X) = Cz-, UP, with P,=O for j>s and j<-r. The 
implication (y) =S (8) is trivial. It remains to prove that (IX) =s- (y). Regard 
P(X) as P(h) := CTS-i hip, , where i: 3 r, s > s are integers and Pi -2 0 for 
j > s and j < --Y. Then Theorem 3.27 ensures that T(P1; r” - 1, 0, i: + 1) and 
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T(P-l; f - 1, 0, F + 1) are invertible operators. Taking all r” > Y  and all i > s 
we obtain (7). 
We conclude this section with an important particular case of Theorems 3.26 
and 3.28. 
COROLLARY 3.29. Let the rational polynomial P(A) = A-lP-, + P,, + API be 
invertible for 1 X 1 = 1, and let P-l(h) = CT=-, AK’, be the Fourier series of 
P-l(h). Then 
(a) P(h) admits a right canonical factorization relative to the unit circle P’,, 
if and only if the operator [C&-J is right invertible and the operator [?I is left 
invertible; 
(b) P(h) admits a left canonical factorization relative to I’,, ; f  and only ;f  the 
operator [C,C,,] is right invertible and the operator [:;I] is left invertible; 
(c) P(h) admits two-sided canonical factorization if and or@ if the operator 
C,, is invertible. 
3.6. Simple Generalized Inverse and Formulas for Spectral S.B.I. Divisors 
In this section we derive explicit formulas for the spectral s.b.i. divisors of an 
o.p. M(h). The formulas are expressed through the finite block-operator Toeplitz 
matrices and their specially chosen generalized inverses. 
Let B be some Banach space, and let H = col(HJE”=,: B + Bn8 be an operator 
having a generalized inverse, where Hi EL(& B). Suppose that there exists a 
direct complement for Im H in Bm of the form @ = {(S,J)j”,, / f E a,,}, where 
@,, C B is a subspace. Then we define a right-hand simple generalized inverse Hi1 
of H as a generalized inverse of H such that Ker H;;l = @. 
In the following two theorems a E F-, a q! a(M) and T,(M-l; (Y, /3, y) denotes 
the matrix (3.6) with b = a. 
THEOREM 3.30. Let M(A): P-+ GL(B) be an o.p. of degree 1. Suppose that 
there exists a right P-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor of M(h). Then 
(i) for every integer V, the operator T,(M-l; v  - 1, v - k, v  - k - I- 1) 
has a right-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(ii) for every right-hand simple generalized inverse 
[T,(M-l; v  - 1, v - k, v  - k - 1+ l)]R1 = [V,V, em. Vk], 
the o.p. 
N(h) = I - T,(&-‘; v, v, v  + 1 - 1) . ((A - a)K V, + **. + (A - a) V,) 
(3.15) 
is a right P-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor of M(A); 
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(iii) zf N(X) is a right r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor of ;U’(h) with N(a) = I, then 
there exists a right-hand simple generalized inverse [ fiTl V2 . V,J of T,(M-‘; v  -- I , 
v  - k, v  - k - 1 + 1) such that N(X) is given by formula (3.15); 
(iv) formula (3.15) does not depend on the choice of V. 
Proof. We shall use here the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 
3.1. First note that the operator COI(X+T~-~-~)~:~ has a right-hand simple 
generalized inverse in view of Theorem 2.7. Using formulas (1.11) (as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.7), we infer that the same is true for the operator 
c0l(X+T+j)~:j+~, where p is an arbitrary integer. Since row(T;‘Z+)::i is right 
invertible, the operator col(X+?“+~)~~~~+‘” . row( ;i;-iZ+)k:i also has a right-hand 
simple generalized inverse. Applying Theorem 1.13 for f(h) = (A - a)j, we 
obtain the equalities 
-x+~;-z-jz + = - 2Li j (A - a)’ M-‘(A) dA (j = 0, il, +2 )... ). 
r 
So the following representation holds: 
T&M-? --I + k + pu, -1 f  1 + /L, -21+ /J + 2) 
(3.16) 
= -COl(X+F+i)~~;l+” * row(II?Z+):;: , 
and(i)followsifsetp==-++-k-l. 
Let us prove (iii). From the proof of Theorem 2.7 it follows that for some 
Banach space G and some operator XI EL(G, B), the operator Y = 
[c~l(X+~+~)~~, col(S,,X$=,] EL(B+ @ G, B”) is invertible, and in view of 
(1.4) any right r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor N(A) of M(h) such that N(a) = I is 
given by the formula 
N(A) = I - [X+F+i+k, O] ((A - u)” v, + .‘. + (A - a) Vkdl), 
where row(V$:t = Y-l. So in order to prove (ii) we have only to check that 
T&P; v, v, v  + 1 - 1) . [T&V-l; v  - 1, v  - k, v  - k - I + 1)&l 
= [X+T+$ O] * Y-1. 
(3.17) 
for some choice of the simple generalized inverse. Write Y-l in the form Ye-’ = 
/ 2 / with VI EL(B”, R,), U, EL(P, G). Note that 
[;I . col(x+P+7;i);,l = [J ) 
Ul 
[ 1 
0 
us 
. c01(s,,X,)~~, = I 
[I 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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Denote @ = {&f$=r 1 fi E Im X,}, and take an arbitrary f~ @. Then 
f = col(SilX&“=, *g for some g E G. Using (3.19) we have 
[X+F+k, 01 Ff = [X+F+? 01 * [ 21 f 
= [X+F+‘+k, O] [j = 0. 
On the other hand it follows from (3.16) that 
Im T&M-l; v - 1, v - k, v - K - I f 1) = Im col(X+ri’,“)~~~ . 
Hence 
Im T,(M-r; v - 1, Y - R, v - K - 1 + 1) @ @ = BP. 
Now we assume that the simple generalized inverse is chosen so that 
Ker[T,(M-‘; v - 1, v - K, v - K - 2 + l)]Rr = @. 
Thus, the operators in the left and right sides of (3.17) coincide on the subspace 
~0, and it remains to check (3.17) on the subspace fi = Im c~l(X+~+~)~~. 
Letf = col(X+‘F,i)ki . h E 8, where h E B, . Then in view of (3.18) we have 
[X+p+k, 0] Y-‘j = X+pAkh. (3.20) 
On the other hand, 
[q@rl; v - 1, v - k, v - K - I + 1)&i 1 B 
= -[row(?;;“Z+):iJ-l * rf;l-z+k+l . [col(X+ T+;,i)$-l 1 B, 
where superscript -1 in the first factor in the right-hand side denotes a right 
inverse, while in the second factor this superscript denotes the (two-sided) 
inverse of col(X+P+‘)~~~ , when the latter is considered as acting B, -+ f3. 
Thus 
T&k-‘; v, v, v + 1 - 1) . [T(#F; v - 1, v - K, V - K - 2 + l&if 
= X+T+k[TI;-k+z-l . row( F$Z+)j$j 
. {[row( F;iZ+):lt]-l * T;V-z+k+l * [c~l(X+F+~)~~~]-i> . col(X+~+~)~+~ h 
= X+F+kh, 
and taking into account (3.20), equality (3.17) follows. 
We now prove part (ii). Let [Ta(M-l; v - 1, v - K, v - k - Z + l)]il be 
an arbitrary right-hand simple generalized inverse of T,(M-r, v - 1, v - K, 
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v - K - I f-- 1). The subspace @’ = Ker[T,(M-l; v - 1, v - k, v - k - 
2 $ 1)&r has the structure @’ = {(&j)b, j f~ E) for some complemented 
subspace EC B. Moreover, 
in view of (3.16). A s in the proof of Theorem 2.7, one shows that the operator 
w = [col(x+T+i);:=-,l, co1(6,,1] I&] 
is invertible and the o.p. 
N(h) = I - [X+F+“, O] ((A - a)” v; + ... $ (A - u) I$,) 
is a right r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor of M(X), where [Vi .. . Vk,] = W-l. Follow- 
ing the arguments in the proof of part (iii), it is seen that N(h) is given by (3.15), 
where the simple generalized inverse is chosen as above. 
Part (iv) follows easily from the proofs of parts (ii) and (iii). 
Theorem 3.30 is proved completely. 
To formulate an analogous statement for left r-spectral s.b.i. divisors, we 
need the notion of left-hand simple generalized inverse. Let H = [H,H, *a* H,]: 
Bm + B be an operator having a generalized inverse, where Hi EL(B, 8). 
Suppose that the subspace Ker H has a direct complement of the form @ = 
van@%kfk)L Ifi E%;fi ,...,fmEB)f or some subspace Go C B. Then we define 
a left-hand simple generalized inverse Hr;’ as a generalized inverse of H such that 
Im H;;l= @. 
Recall that U, = (6,,,-,-,1)~~~,, . 
THEOREM 3.31. Let M(A): r+ GL(B) be an o.p. of degree 1. Suppose that 
there exists a left F-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor of M(X). Then 
(i) for every integer v, the operator T,(M-l; v  + k - 2, v  + k - 1 - 1, 
Y - I) * lJ, has a left-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(ii) for every left-hand simple generalized inverse 
[T&V-‘; v  + k - 2, v  + k - 1 - 1, v - E) . U&’ = col( W$:;, 
the operator polynomial 
N(X)=I-((h-u)~WO+~~~+(h-a)W,~,) 
. T&F; v  + k - 1, v + k - I, v  + k - 1) 
(3.21) 
is a left r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor of M(X); 
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(iii) if N(X) is a left r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor of M(X) such that N(u) = I, 
then N(h) is given by (3.21) f  or some left-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(iv) formula (3.21) does not depend on the choice of v. 
The proof of Theorem 3.31 is similar to that of Theorem 3.30. 
Let us remark that a right r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor N(h) of an o.p. M(h): 
r-t GL(B) is in general not unique even if it is normalized by the condition 
N(a) = 1 for some point a EF-, a $ o(M). The variety of all right r-spectral 
K-s.b.i. divisors can be characterized as follows: Let N,(X) and N,(h) be two right 
r-spectral K-s.b.i. divisors of M(h) such that N,(a) = N,(a) =: I, and let Tr 
and T, be two right-hand simple generalized inverses of T,(M-l; v  - 1, v  - k, 
Y - K - I + 1) such that N,(h) and N,(h) are expressed via Tl and T, , res- 
pectively, by means of formula (3.15). Then N,(h) = N,(h) if and only if 
Ker Tl = Ker Tz . An analogous remark is valid for left r-spectral K-s.b.i. 
divisors. Namely, for the left r-spectral K-s.b.i. divisors N,(h) (N,(a) = I) and 
N2(4 uw4 = 4 of w4 corresponding to the left-hand simple generalized 
inverses T; and Ti of T,(M-l; v  + k - 2, v  + k - I - 1, Y -- k) . 77, , res- 
pectively, the equality N,(h) = N,(h) holds if and only if Im T; = Im Ti . 
We shall present also a formula for the quotient M(X) N-l(h), where N(h) 
is a right r-spectral s.b.i. divisor of M(X), and an analogous formula for the 
quotient in the case of left s.b.i. divisors. These formulas are valid under the 
additional assumption that M(h) is a manic o.p., and are based on Proposition 
3.32 below. 
A closed rectifiable simple contour E will be called complementary to the 
contour r (relative to an 0.p. M(h)) if S 1’ res in F- together with its interior, and 
M(h) E GL(B) f or all points A E F-\(w) lying outside 9. Note that a comple- 
mentary contour B relative to an o.p. M(h) such that M(h) E GL(B) for h E I’ 
exists if and only if o(M) is a bounded set. In particular, B exists for any manic 
0.p. M(h): r+ GL(B). 
PROPOSITION 3.32. Let M(h): l’+ GL(B) be a manic o.p. of degree 1, and let 
S be a contour complementary to I’(relative to M(A)). I f  N,(X) is the right r-spectral 
s.b.i. divisor of characteristic k of M(h) such that N(a) = I, and ;f a C$ o(M), then 
N,(h) = (M(U))-l M(h) Nil(h) is a left E-spectral s.b.i. divisor of characteristic 
I + 1 - k of (M(a))-l M(h). 
Proof. Let (X, T, 2) be a standard triple of M(h), decomposed as in (1.8) 
(relative to r): 
x = [X+X-]; T= T+@T-; z+ z= 2. 
[ I 
Let a $ a(M) u a(NJ, and let 
(M(a))-l * M(h) = (A - a)" I@((/\ - a)-l), N,(h) = (A - a)l &((A - a)-l), 
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where J?(h) (resp. Nr(h)) is manic o.p. of degree I (resp. k) with right standard 
pair ([X+X-], (T+ - al)-l @ (T - al)-‘) (resp. ([X+X,], (T+ - al)-l @ 0). 
Denote &I’(A) = AA?!(X); then ([X+X1], (T+. - al)-l @ (T- - al)-l @ 0) is 
a right standard pair of M(X). Since the right standard pair of RI(X) is a restriction 
of that of A?!(h), it holds that I@(A) =:: N2(h) RI(A) for some manic o.p. n2 of 
degree 2 f  1 - R with left standard pair of the form ((T - al)-l @ 0, [$;I), 
for some operator 2, So 
hi?(u) . M(X) = N,(X) N,(h), 
where N,(h) = (h - u)li-lmk Na((h - a)-‘) is a left (1+ 1 - k)-s.b.i. polynomial. 
Clearly, N,(X) is a left E-spectral divisor of M-l(u) M(h). Q.E.D. 
An analogous proposition also holds for the left divisors. These propositions, 
in conjunction with the already proved formulas for spectral s.b.i. divisors, allow 
us to give formulas for the quotients as well. 
THEOREM 3.33. Let M(X): r - GL(B) be a manic o.p. of degree 1. Suppose that 
there exists a right r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor N(h) of M(h) given by (ii) of Theorem 
3.30. Let 9 be a contour complementary to F (relative to M(h)), and let a $ a(M) be 
outside 5. Then 
(i) for every integer Y, the operator T,(M;l; v  + 1 - k - 1, v  - k, Y - 1) . 
u l-k+l has a left-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(ii) there exists a left-hand simple generalized inverse col( W&z = 
[T,(M$; v  + I- k - 1, v  - k, v  - 1) . U1--R+1]~1 such that the quotient Q(A) = 
M(h) N-l(h) is given by the formula 
Q(h) = M(u) * [I - ((A - ~)l+l-~ W,, + .a* + (A - a) W,-lc) 
. T,(M,l; Y + 1 - k, v  c 1 - k, v  + 1 - k), 
where col( W,+,&t = T,(M;l; v + I - k - 1, v  - k, v  - l)];‘. 
Here, as well as in the next theorem, T,(M$; LY, /3, y) is defined by (3.6), 
when b is replaced by a and r by E. 
THEOREM 3.34. Let M(h): r-t GL(B) be a manic 0.~. of degree 1. Suppose 
that there exists a left r-spectral k-s.b.i. divisor N,(h) of M(h) given by (ii) of 
Theorem 3.31. Let 8 be a contour complementary to r (relative to M(h)) and let 
a $ a(M) be outside 8. Then 
(i) for every integer v, the operator T,(M$; v  - 1, v  - I- 1 + k, 
v - 21 + k) has a right-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(ii) the quotient &(A) = NL~(X) M(X) is given by the formula 
$&(A) = [I - T,(M;$ v, v, v  + 1 - I) . ((A - u)z--7+1 L-” -t ... + (A - a) V&,)] 
. M(a), 
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where row( V$:t = [T,(M;l; v  - 1, Y - 1 - 1 + k, v  - 21 + rZ)];’ is a suit& 
right-hand simple generalized inverse of Ta(M;l; Y - 1, v  - 1 - 1 + k, v  - 
2E+ k). 
3.1. Factors of Quasi-Canonical Factorization 
In this section we apply formulas from the preceding section to obtain the 
factorization factors of a quasi-canonical factorization. 
THEOREM 3.35. Let P(A) = XsI + CI_, AjPj: P---f GL(B) be a manic rational 
polynomial. Suppose that P(h) admits right quasi-caonincal factorization 
P(4 = P+(h) w1+ $22) p-w (3.22) 
Let 8 be a complementary contour to P (relative to P(A)), and let a $ u(P) be 
outside T and S. Then 
(i) for every integer V, the operator TI = T,(XVPgl; v  + s - 2, Y - r - 1, 
v  - Y - s) U, has a left-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(ii) for every integer Y, the operator T, = T,(X-rP:l; v  - I, v  - Y - 1, 
v  - 2~ - s) has a right-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(iii) one of the possible right quasi-canonical factorizations of P(h) is given 
by the following formulas: 
P+(A) = arP(a) [I - ((A - a)S WI + ... + (A - a) W,) 
.T,(h-‘P,l;v+s- l,v-r,v-r)], 
where col(W$:~ = (T&l; 
(A& + Qz) P-(h) = XT . [I - T&h-‘P,l; V, V, v  + 1 - Y  - s) 
. ((A - uy+1 v, + **. + (A - a) vT+l)]) 
(3.23) 
where row( VJFzi = (T&l, for certain (T&l and (T&l. 
This theorem follows from Theorems 3.33 and 3.30, taking into account 
Proposition 3.7. 
Now let us find a possible middle factor XQi + Qz in factorization (3.22) of 
P(h). Th this end note that the o.p. 
M-(X) %f X7(hQI + QJ P-(A) = I + ‘2 (A - a)j Mj 
j=l 
is a right r-spectral s.b.i. divisor of characteristic Y  + 1 of ArP(A) and the 
coefficients Mj of M-(h) can be found by means of (3.23). By Theorem 2.1 
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O&l + !A> Ju9 is an o.p. of degree r -+- 1 with invertible leading coefficient, 
where &r and &s = I - &I are complementary projectors. It is clear that one can 
set Qr = Qa , Qa = &r . But the proof of Theorem 2.1 suggests the following 
choice of the projector &a: Q2 = (A-, -:- A,M,+,A,) Mr,, , where -4-r and A, 
are the coefficients in the Laurent expansion [Mz(X)]-l = z,T-, MAj , and 
M,(h) = XT+lM-(X-l). So one can take Qr = (A_, + A,,A!Ir+rA,) M,+r in (3.22). 
Let us present now an alternative way to find a possible projector Qr in terms 
of the coefficients of n/r(A). Since M-(X) is an (r + 1)-s.b.i. polynomial, the 
subspace Ker M,,, is complemented. Let @ be a direct complement to Ker Mrll 
in B and denote 
U = [n/r,. j Ker M,,, , M,,, 1 @I: B -+ B. 
The operator U is invertible and U-lMr+, is a projector on @ along Ker AI,+, . 
One can show that a possible projector Q1 in (3.22) is given as Q1 = M,+,U-l. 
Now we give a dual result concerning left quasi-canonical factorization of 
manic rational polynomials. 
THEOREM 3.36. Let P(h) = XsI + C,““,. hjPj: T-+ GL(B) be a manic rational 
polynomial. Suppose that P(h) admits left quasi-canonical factorization 
WY = P-V> (A81 + Qd P+N 
Let S be a complementary contour to r (relative to P(h)), and let a $ u(P) be outside 
r and 8. Then 
(i) for every integer v, the operator T,(X-‘P$; v  + Y - 1, v - s, v - Y -s) 
. U,,, has a left-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(ii) for every integer v, the operator T,(h-‘Pi’; v  - 1, v  - s, v  - 2s - 
Y + 1) has a right-hand simple generalized inverse; 
(iii) one of the possible left quasi-canonical factorixations of P(h) is given by 
the following formulas (for certain simple generalized inverses): 
P-(x) (XQ1 + Q2) = A-‘[1 - ((A - a)r+l W, -j- **. + (A - a) W,,,) 
- T(A-‘P,l; v  + r, v  + 1 - s, v + 1 - s)], 
where 
col(Wj);:; = [T,(X+P,‘; v  + r - 1, v - s, v - Y - s) . U,+&r; 
P+(h) = [I - T,(A-‘P,‘; v, v, v  + 1 - Y - s) 
* ((A - a>S V, + .*. + (A - a) VJ] * arP(a), 
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where 
row( V&r = [ T,(X-‘&-I; ” - 1, lJ - s, V - 2s - Y + l)]R? 
The projectors Qr and Qa can be computed in a way analogous to that for 
the case of right quasi-canonical factorization. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
This section contains some applications of the general results proved in 
Section 3. In Section 4.1. we consider the problem: When is a Toeplitz 
matrix (Hj-k)~k=,, with operator entries one-side invertible and Fredholm ? As 
proved in [9], this problem can be reduced to a factorization problem. That 
allows us to answer this question (for the case that only a finite number of 
diagonals in (Hj&&, are different from zero) in terms of invertibility of some 
finite Toeplitz matrices. As a further application we get a new index formula. 
We start the second section rewriting in a more convenient form some of the 
theorems obtained in the previous section, for the case that B is finite dimen- 
sional. Then we apply these results for evaluation of partial indices of rational 
matrix polynomials. 
In particular, the proofs use the idea of extension originated from [l]. 
Let us mention that the results of this section could be extended for Toeplitz 
matrices generated by functions, which are inverses of operator polynomials. 
Note also that our results from [6, Sect. 31 on Toeplitz matrices generated by 
manic rational polynomials or their inverse can be generalized to the nonmonic 
case. This can be done on the basis of Section 3.5 of this paper using the same 
arguments as in [6, Sect. 31. All these results are not stated here, because we are 
afraid the paper will be too long. 
4.1. One-Side Invertibility of Toeplitz Operators 
Let r,, be the unit circle, and let W(B) (for given Banach space B) be the 
Banach algebra of all functions H(X): TO + B with absolutely convergent 
Fourier series: 
H(X) = f hjHj ) 
j=-, jza II Hj II < ~0. 
Every function H(X) E W(L(B)) defines an operator T(H) = (Hi-k)zk=O EL(Z~(B)) 
where Hj are the Fourier coefficients of H(h). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let P(A) = ~~-+. hjPj: r, + GL(B) be a rational polynomial 
such that s, Y 3 1. 
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Denote m = max(r, s). Then 
(a) the operator T(P) ’ 1 ft  IS e znvertible with codim Im T(P) < x if and only 
if the operator T(P;:; m - 1, -m, -2m + 1) is left invertible and co&m Im T1 
< CO, where T1 = T(P;f; 2m - 1, m, -m + I). In this case 
codim Im T(P) = codim Im 1; 
(b) the operator T(P) is right invertible with dim Ker T(P) ( ;o if and 
only if the operator T(PF~; 2m - 1, m, -m -+ I) is right inamtible and dim Ker Tz 
< 03, where T, = T(P;:; m - 1, -m, -2m + 1). In this case 
dim Ker T(P) = dim Ker Tz. 
It will be seen from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that the operator T, (resp. T,) 
which appears in (a) (resp. b)) h as a generalized inverse provided T(P) is left 
(resp. right) invertible and Fredholm. The proof is based on the next lemma (and 
its dual statement for left quasi-canonical factorization). 
In the sequel an equality dim Yi = dim Ya , where Y, and Ys are subspaces 
in some Banach spaces, is understood in the sense that either both Y, and Ya 
are infinite dimensional or both Yi and Ya are of the same finite dimension. 
Equalities of the types codim Yi = codim Ya and dim Yr = codim !?‘a are 
understood similarly. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let P(h) = xi=_, hjPj: r + GL(B) be a rational polynomial 
which admits a right quasi-canonical factorization with the middle factor AQ, + Qz . 
Then for some subspace a,, C B, it holds that 
Im T(P,‘; r - 1, -1, -r - s) @{(S,,f)T~~ lf~ @,,‘, = BYT1 (4.1) 
and 
In particular, 
dim ImQ), = dim Go 
dim Im Qa = codim Im T(P,‘; r - 1, - I, -r - s). 
Proof. Let M(X) = h’P(A) be an 0.p.; then M(X) has right r-spectral (Y + l)- 
s.b.i. divisor N(X), such that N(a) = I for some a EF-, a $ u(M). Moreover, 
N(h) can be (and will be) chosen in such a way that (XQa + Qr) N(A) is an operator 
polynomial of degree r + 1 with invertible leading coefficient (see the proof of 
Proposition 3.7). From Theorem 3.30 it follows that the operator 7’,,(M-i; v  - 1, 
v  - r - 1, v  - 2r - s) has a right-hand simple generalized inverse for any 
integer Y. In particular, taking v  = 0 we obtain the decomposition 
Im T,(M-l; -1, -1 - 1, -2~ - s) @{(S,,f)J-z; ifE@,,j _ Brrl (4.2) 
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for some subspace @,, C B. It is easy to check that 
U,+,(a) Tape -1, --y - 1, -2 - 4 ~~,+,[~r,s(41T u,.+s 
(4.3) 
= T(M-1; -1, -r - 1, -2r - S), 
where 
for any integer m > 1 (as usual, (,“) = 0 for q < 0). The triangular form of 
U,.+,(a) in conjunction with (4.3) ensures that 
Im T(ild-‘; - 1, --Y - 1, -2r - S) @ {(S,,f)j’_‘: 1 f  E QO} = B’+l, 
and since 
T(M-l; -1, -r - 1, -2r - S) = T(P-l; r - 1, -1, --r - s), 
equality (4.1) follows. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.30 it is clear that 
where (X+ , 7’+) is a right r-spectral pair of M(A), and F+ == (T+ - al)-l. 
Further, the pair ([X+JJ, F+ @ 0 / @,,), where Jo: @,, + B is the embedding, 
is a right generating pair of N(h). On the other hand, (AQ: + Qk) N(A) is an o.p. 
of degree r + 1 with invertible leading coefficient, where Q; and Qi are com- 
plementary projectors. The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows (see in particular 
formula (2.1)) that dim @,, = dim Im Qi . The lemma now follows if one takes 
Qz = Q; . 
The dual lemma for left quasi-canonical factorization looks as follows. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let P(h) = xi=-,. hjPj: r + GL(B) be a rational polynomial 
which admits a left quasi-canonical factorization with the middle factor AQ, + Qa . 
Then Ker T(P-l; r - I, -s, -r - s) has a direct complement of the form 
where QO is an appropriate subspace in B such that dim @,, = codim Im Qs . 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1 and others as well we shall use the following 
notion of K-extension of an operator function, which was introduced and studied 
in [I]. Let H(h) = zT=-z AiHj E W(L(B)). Th en f  or every positive integer K, the 
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k-extension EP(h) == XT=-, #W) E W(L(B”)) of H(X) is defined by the equali- 
ties 
Hjk-1 ... Hjk-(k-1) 
%k “’ Ifj-k(k--2) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*......................s...... 
EqBk) 
Hik+(k-1) Hik+(k--8) ... f4, 1 
for j = 0, l l,.... From this definition it is easily seen that the map H + H(“) 
defines a homomorphism of Banach algebras W(L(B)) + W@(P)). Besides 
that, the equalities 
W@,‘; a, B, Y) = W,, ; olh+h- 1,/X,$-(k- 1)) cm 3 P 3 Y) 
(4.4) 
hold. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us start with part (a) of the theorem. Suppose 
that T(P) is left invertible and codim Im T(P) < co. By Theorem 0.4 in [9], the 
function P(h) admits a left factorization (relative to r,-J of the form 
P(A) = P-(h) . i; hjRj + R,,) e P+(A), 
j=l 
(43) 
where 130 and R,, RI,..., R, are mutually disjoint projectors such that 
Ci=,, R, = I and dim Im Rj < cc for j = l,..., 1. (As usual, Pi’(h) (resp. 
P;‘(h)) are operator functions analytic in F- (resp. F+) and continuous in 
F- u I’,, (resp. F+ u I’,,)). Th e case when Rj = 0 for some integers j is not 
excluded. 
Moreover, 
codim Im T(P) = i j . dim Im Rj . 
j=l 
It is easy to see that P*(A) E W(L(B)), and that factorization (4.5) can be 
rewritten in the form 
T(P) = T(P-) . T(D) * T(P+), (4.6) 
where D(X) = &,, XjR, . 
Consider the m-extensions P(“)(h), P’“‘(A), D(“)(h) P:“‘(h) of the functions 
involved, where m = max(s, r). Now (4.6) implies that T(Pcm)) = T(PL”‘). 
T(D”)) . T(Pim’), and, consequently, the equality 
PyA) = P(“)(h) . D’“L’(X) . P’“‘(A) + 1 A E r,, (4.7) 
follows. 
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We now prove that P(“)(A) admits left quasi-canonical factorization with the 
middle factor hQ; + 81; such that dim Im Qi = &, j . dim Im Rj . In view of 
(4.7) it is sufficient to check this fact for D(“)(A). First note that 1 ,( m (in fact, 
1 < s). Therefore, the function D”)(h) is linear: D”)(h) = hJV1 + W, , where 
W, = (Ri--k+m)~k=l , W, = (R+,)~,=, EL(@) (it is assumed that Rj = 0 for 
j < 0 or j > I). Introduce the operator U = (S-i+,)$&, E GL(B”), where 
Si = Ri for i > 0, S, = R, + R, , and Si = R,+i for i = -l,..., -m + 1. 
It is easily seen that the left quasi-canonical factorization of D(“)(h) is given by 
LP)(X) = (XQI + Q.J U-l, where 
2 1 
Q; = W,U = diag c Rj , 1 Rj ,. . ., R, , 0, 0,. .., 0 1 , 
j=l j=2 
Z-l 
Q;1 = W,U = diag R, , R, + R, ,..., C Rj , I, I ,..., I . 
j=o I 
Note that 
dimImQ; = zj*dimImRj, 
j=l 
and existence of the desired left quasi-canonical factorization of P(“)(A) follows. 
The assertion proved in the preceding paragraph implies (in fact, is equi- 
valent to) the existence of a right quasi-canonical factorization for the function 
APm)(h-l): To + GL(P), with the middle factor hQi + Q; . We shall express 
this property in terms of the Fourier coefficients of P-l(h). It is clear that the 
function AP(m)(X-l) is actually an operator polynomial of degree 2. Thus it 
follows from Theorem 3.9 that the operator [$ ] 1 is left invertible, where Ci are 
the Fourier coefficients of [AE’(m)(A-l)]-l: 
[AP(ql-I)]-1 = f PC, . 
j=-z 
Further, using Lemma 4.2 we infer that the subspace Im[C-, , C-,] is 
complemented and 
codim Im[C-, , C-a] = i j * dim Im Rj . 
j=l 
It remains to express the last assertions in terms of the matrices T(P-r, OL, /3, y). 
First note that Ci = K-i , where 
[P’“‘(A)]-1 = ‘f XjK, . 
j=-cc 
409/75/1-3 
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We can therefore claim that the operator @] is left invertible and 
codim Im[K, , K,] = i j . dim Im Rj , 
j=l 
Taking into account equality (4.4) we obtain that the operator T(P-l; m - 1, 
-m, -2m + 1) is left invertible and 
codim Im T(P-i; 2m - 1, m, -m + 1) = c j * dim Im Rj . 
j=l 
Using equality codim lm T(P) = &J’ . dim Im R, , we complete the proof 
of the necessity of the condition in part (a). 
Let us prove their sufficiency. Suppose that T(P,‘-,‘; m - 1, -m, -2m + 1) is 
left invertible, and 
Rewriting these conditions in terms of the Fourier coefficients of operator 
function (A.Pcm)(h-l))-l and using Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 4.2, we obtain that 
the function kVna)(A-l) admits a right quasi-canonical factorization with the 
middle factor hQh + Q; such that dim Im Ql = q. Then P(“)(h) admits left 
quasi-canonical factorization with the middle factor AQ; + Qi . Using again 
Theorem 0.4 of [9], we obtain that T(p(m)) = T(P) is left invertible and 
codim Im T(P) = q < co. Part (a) of Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
The proof of part (b) is analogous. We have to use Theorem 3.11, Lemma 4.3, 
and the following result due to Gohberg and Leiterer [9]: given an function 
H(X): r,, + GL(B), H(h) E W@(B)), the operator T(H) is right invertible with 
dim Ker T(H) < cc if and only if H(h) admits a left factorization (relative to r,,) 
of the form 
H(h) = H-(h) - i A-jRj + R, H+(h), 
j=l 
where 13 0 and R,, R, ,..., R, are mutually disjoint projectors such that 
C:=,, R, = I and dim Im Rj < co for i = l,..., 1. Moreover, in this case 
dim Ker T(P) = i j * dim Im R, . 
3=1 
The following corollary describes an interesting particular case of Theorem 
4.1., when P(A) is a trinomial. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let P(A) = A-lP-, + PO + API: I’, --+ GL(B) be a rational 
trinomial, and let 
P-l(h) = t A+?, , cj EL(B). 
Then 
j--cc 
(a) the operator T(P) is left invertible and codim Im T(P) < co if and only 
if [:;I] is left invertible and codim Tm[C, , CO] < CO. In this caSe codim Im T(P) 
= codim Im[C, , C,,]. 
(b) the operator T(P) is right invertible and dim Ker T(P) << CO if and only 
if [C, , CO] is right invertible and dim Ker[E;l] < CO. In this case 
dim Ker C-1 [ 1 c = dim Ker T(P). 0 
For finite-dimensional B Theorem 4.1 can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let P(h) = CJL, AjP,: I’, -+ GL(@“) be a rational polynomial 
such that S, Y > 1, and let P-l(h) = XL-, A’Cj , Cj E L(F). Denote m = 
max(r, s). Then T(P) is left invertible if and only if 
CL1 
rank 
i 
2+1 CL 
*** Grnfl 
'** G?ni-2 
I 
= mn, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
c,-, cm-, *** co 
and in this case * 
cm cm-, *** c&+1’ 
codim Im T(P) = mn - rank c cm m+1 a*’ c-m+2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
cm-1 cm-2 .-* co 
The operator T(P) is right invertible if and only if 
I 
G G-l *** C--m+l 
rank c G m-1 *** C-&2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
= mn, 
Gn-1 Gm-2 -*- co 
and in this case 
c-, c+, *** C-zm+l’ 
dim Ker T(P) = mn - rank GIL+1 c-m * * * Gn+2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
cm-, cm-, * . . co . 
. 
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Note that in Theorem 4.5 the integer m = max(r, s) can be replaced by any 
integer >max(r, s). 
Using Theorem 4.5 we derive a new formula for the index of a Toeplitz 
operator. Recall that the index Tnd H of a Fredholm operator H is defined as 
codim Im H-dim Ker H. 
At first let us specify the definition of factorization for the case that B :-- C’l. 
A continuous function H(h): r + GL(C”) is said to admit a right (standard) 
factorization (relative to r) if 
H(X) = H+(h) . D(h) . K(h), 
where H,: r u F+ + GL(@“) are continuous functions analytic in F+ and 
D(X) = (6ijhK~);,i=I is a diagonal matrix with some integers K~ < ... < K, . 
These integers q, j = l,..., n are called the right partial indices of H(h). Simi- 
larly one defines the left (standard) factorization and left partial indices. This 
definition is in essence the same as that given in the Introduction; the only 
difference is that in case B = 6=” we can define more exactly the partial indices. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.6 below we shall use the following fact (Theorem 
0.4 of [9]): for every matrix function H(A): J’,, + GL(C”), H(h) E W(L(@“)), the 
operator T(H) is Fredholm and 
Ind T(H) = f  K~, 
j=l 
(4.8) 
where Kj, j = l,..., n, are the left partial indices of H(A) (relative to r,,). 
THEOREM 4.6. Let P@) = CiCpr AjPj: TO -+ GL(@“) be a rational polynomial 
such that s, 7 > 1. Denote m = max(r, s). Then 
Ind T(P) = $[rank T(PF,l; m - 1, -3m, -5m + 1) 
- rank T(PFi; 5m - 1, 3m, -m + l)]. 
Proof. Consider the matrix polynomial Amp(A). Then the left partial indices 
of Amp(h) are nonnegative, and therefore the operator T(XmP) is left invertible. 
By Theorem 4.5 (the first part), 
Ind T(@P) = codim Im T(X”P) 
(4.9) 
= 2mn - rank T((XmP)Fi; 4m - I, 2m, -2m + 11. 
Similarly, by considering the rational polynomial A-“P(h) and using Theorem 
4.5 (the second part), we obtain that 
-1nd T(X?P) = 2mn - rank T((X-mP)ri; 2m - 1, -2m, -4m + 1). (4.10) 
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Let or < ... < K, be the left partial indices of P(X). Using (4.8), rewrite (4.9) 
and (4.10) in the form 
mn = 2mn - rank T((A”P)Fi; 4m - 1,2m, -2m + 1); 
mn = 2mn - rank T((A-“P)F,; 2m - 1, -2m, -4m + 1). 
It remains to subtract the second equality from the first and to replace 
T(W’>$~, B, Y) by WY;; a + k, rS + k Y + k); k = 43. 
4.2. Finite-Dimensional Case 
In finite-dimensional case (B = P) the criteria for existence of spectral s.b.i. 
divisor and quasi-canonical factorization can be expressed in terms of ranks of 
finite section Toeplitz matrices. 
Consider, for example, Theorem 3.1. Then the condition 
Ker T(M-l; --K - 1, --k - 1, --12 - Z)3 Ker T(M-l; -1, --A, --K - I + l), 
(4.11) 
which appears in this theorem, can be replaced by each of the following condi- 
tions (4.12) and (4.13): 
rank T(M-l; -1, --k, --K - I + 1) = V, (4.12) 
where v  is the number of zeros of det M(X) inside T (counting multiplicities); 
rank T(M-l; -1, --k, --k - 14 1) = rank T(M-I; -1, --K - 1, --k -E). 
(4.13) 
Let us check this for condition (4.12). Let (.X+ , T+ , 2,) be defined as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. As has been shown in this proof, condition (4.11) means 
that Ker col(X+T+i)~~~ = 0, which in turn (because T+ is of size v  x V) is 
equivalent to 
rank col(X+T+j)~~~ = V. (4.14) 
Since 
T(M-I; -1, --k, --K - 1 + 1) = -col(X+T~~‘-‘$1: . ??--” . row(T+iZ+)~~~ 
and the operator row( T+iZ+):;t is right invertible, (4.14) is equivalent to (4.12). 
Analogous arguments apply also to other theorems of Section 3. Obviously 
all the conditions dealing with one-side invertibility of the matrices T(M-I; 01, 
fi, r) and T(P-l; OL, /3, y) involved actually mean maximality of ranks of these 
matrices. Moreover, in the results concerning quasi-canonical factorization it is 
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possible to reveal dimensions of the projectors which appear in the middle 
factor. We shall not formulate all the statements which can be obtained from 
the results of Section 3 in this way, and present here only two such statements 
for examples. 
THEOREM 4.7. A matrix rational polynomial P(X) = CJ;_,: r+ GL(@) 
admits right quasi-canonical factorization P(X) = P+(h) (XQ1 + Q.J P-(h) ;f  and 
only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) rankT(P-l;r-l,O,--r-~+l)=n~; 
(ii) rank T(P-I; Y - 1, -1, --r - s) = V, 
where Y is the number of zeros of det(hrP(h)) inside lY 
Condition (ii) can be replaced by 
m) 
s - r, 
rank T(P;‘; Y - 1, -1, --Y - s) = rank T(P$; r - 1, -2, -r - 
In this case dim ImQ, = v  - nr. 
Proof. The theorem (except for the last assertion) follows from Theorem 3.8 
using the arguments above. Let us prove the last assertion. Suppose that P(h) 
admits right quasi-canonical factorization. Then by Proposition 3.7 the matrix 
polynomial M(X) = XTP(X) has a right P-spectral (Y + I)-s.b.i. divisor N(h). 
I f  (AQs + Qr) N(h) is a matrix polynomial of degree (Y -;- 1) with invertible 
leading coefficient, then the equality 
P(X) = (M(h) N-l(A)) . (XQ1 -+ Q2) . (XVr+l’(hQ2 A- Q1) N(A)) 
gives a right quasi-canonical factorization for P(h). It is apparent that 
degree(det((hQ, + Q,) N(h)) = degree(det(hQ2 + Qr)) $- degree(det N(A)), 
which implies n(r + 1) = dim ImQz f  V. 
The theorem is proved. 
The following result, which gives a criterion for canonical factorization, can be 
deduced from Theorem 3.25. 
THEOREM 4.8. A matrix rationalpolynomial P(X) = Ci=-, hjP,: r + GL(C*) 
admits right canonical factorization if and only if 
rank T(Ppl; Y - 1, 0, -Y - s + 1) == rank T(P-l; Y - 1, -1, --Y - s) = nr. 
We apply now the criteria for quasi-canonical factorization to compute 
bounds for the partial indices of a matrix rational polynomial. 
For given integer J and given positive integer q we denote by [x], the integer 
part of x/q plus 1. 
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THEOREM 4.9. Let I’ = I’,, be the unit circle, and let P(h) = C;-, hip,: I’, -+ 
GL@?) (r, s > 0) b e a matrix rational polynomial. Let q1 < q2 be two integers, and 
denote r” = [r + qJp , s” = [s - q& , where q = q2 - q1 . Then the right partial 
indices of P(h) lie in the segment [ql , q2] if and only ifs - q1 3 0, r + qI 3 0 and 
the following conditions hold: 
(a) rank T(P;i; qr” - 1 - ql, -ql, -qF - qs”+ 1 - ql) = nq& 
(b) rank T(P$ qr” - 1 - ql, -q - ql, -q? - qs” - q + 1 - ql) = 
rankT(P$;qF-I-qq,;-2q-qq,,-qr”-qps”--2q+1-qq,). 
Condition (b) can be replaced by 
(c) rank T(P;t; q? - 1 - ql, -q - ql, -q? - qf - q + 1 - ql) = 
v  - n(r + ql) + nqf, 
where v  is the number of zeros of det(hr(P(h)) inside I’,-, . 
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose q1 = 0 (otherwise consider 
A-%P(h) in place of P(h)). Let P”(h) be the q-extension of P(h) (for definition and 
simple properties see the preceding section). As proved in [l], the right partial 
indices zii (i = l,..., n;j = l,..., q) of P”(h) can be found as follows: 17, = pi + 1 
for j = l,..., ui and kij = pi for j = ui + l,..., q, where ~~ = piq + ui (0 < 
ui < q - l), are the right partial indices of P(h). In particular, the inequalities 
0 < Kf < q, i = l,..., m, hold if and only if the right partial indices of P”(X) are 
0 or 1. But this condition means exactly that P(h) admits right quasi-canonical 
factorization. We apply now conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 4.7 for P”(A) to 
obtain (a) and (b). In order to prove condition (c) note that v = nr + & K~ and 
jT=npJ+ ~~S,C~z, IC~$ , where F is the number of zeros of det(hrP”(X)) inside I’,, . 
But the sum of right partial indices of P(h) and P(X) is the same, and hence 
C = v  - nr + nq?. 
The theorem is proved. 
Taking q1 = 0 and q2 > max(s, r) (resp. q2 = 0 and q1 < -max(s, r)) in 
Theorem 4.9 we obtain the following criteria for the right partial indices being 
nonnegative (resp. nonpositive). 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let I’,, , P(h) be as in Theorem 4.9, and let s, r > 1. Then 
the right partial indices of P(h) are nonnegative if and only if for some q 3 max(s, r) 
the conditions 
(i) rankT(P;i;q-l,O,--2q+l)=qnand 
(ii) rank T(P$ q - 1, -q, -3q + 1) = rank T(P;f; q - 1, -2q, -4q 
+ 1) 
hold. Condition (ii) can be replaced by 
rank T(Z’Ft; q - 1, -q, -3q + 1) = Y - w + nq, 
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where v  is the number of zeros of det(h’P(X)) inside I’, . If these conditions are 
satis$ed for some q 3 max(s, r), they are satis$ed for every q 2 max(s, r). 
It turns out that the criterion for the right partial indices being nonpositive 
can be expressed in terms of one condition (instead of two in Corollary 4.10). 
Namely, the following statement holds. 
COROLLARY 4.11. The right partial indices of P(h) are nonpositive if and only if 
for some q > max(s, r) the condition 
rank T(PF~‘; q - 1, 0, -2q + 1) = rank T(PF:; q - 1, -9, -3q + 1) (4.15) 
holds, or, equivalently, 
rank T(PFO1; q - 1 , 0, -2q + 1) = Y - nr + nq, 
where Y is the number of zeros of det(hrP(h)) inside I’, . I f  condition (4.15) holds fw 
some q > max(s, r), it holds for every q > max(s, r). 
Let us present now the corresponding results for the left partial indices. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let I’, , P(h), q1 , q2 , q, s”, and r” be as in Theorem 4.9. Then 
the left partial indices of P(h) are in the segment [ql , q2] if and only ifs - q1 > 0, 
r + q1 3 0 and the following conditions hold: 
(i) rankT(P~~;q~-l-qp,,-qs”-qp,,--qr”-qqs”+1-qq,)=n~; 
(ii) rankT(P$;qi-1-qq,,--qs”--qp,,-@--qf--q++--qp,)== 
rank T(P$; qT” - 1 - q1 , -qf - q1 , --gr” - qF - 2q + 1 - ql). 
Condition (ii) can be replaced by 
(iii) rankT(P;i;q?-1-qp,,-qf--qp,,-q?-qps”-q+l-qq,)= 
v - n(r + ql) + n@, 
where v  is the nu&er of zeros of det(MP(/\)) inside I’, . 
The proof of Theorem 4.12 is similar to that of Theorem 4.9. As for right 
partial indices, this result allows us to give criteria for the left partial indices 
being non-negative (non-positive). These criteria can be stated as follows. The 
left partial indices of P(h) are nonpositive i f f  for some q > max(s, r), 
rank T(PF,; q - 1, -9, -2q + 1) = rank T(PFt; q - 1, -9, -3q + 1) 
or, equivalently, 
rank T(P;:; q - 1, -4, -2q + 1) = v  - nr + nq, 
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where v is the number of zeros of det(h’P(h)) inside I’, . The left partial indices 
of P(h) are nonnegative iff 
rank T(PFf; Q - 1, --Q, -2q + 1) = nq (4.16) 
and 
rank T(PF:; q - 1, -q, -3q + 1) = rank T(&,,; q - 1, -q, -4q + l), 
(4.17) 
for some q > max(r, s). 
It is interesting to compare these conditions with Theorem 4.5. According to 
Theorem 4.5, the left partial indices of P(h) are nonpositive iff rank T(P$; 
2q - 1, q, -q + 1) = np, q > max(r, s). It turns out that this condition is 
equivalent to the following: 
rank T(P$; q - 1, -q, -2q + 1) = rank T(&t; q - 1, -q, -3q + l), 
for q > max(r, s). On the other hand, by Theorem 4.5 the left factorization 
indices of P(h) are nonnegative iff condition (4.16) holds. Therefore, condition 
(4.17) is a consequence of condition (4.16). 
Let us give now bounds for the partial indices from both sides. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let I’,, , P(A), F, S; be as in Theorem 4.9. Then the left and right 
partial indices of P(A) lie in the segment [ql , qJ if and only if 
rankT(PFt;qv-qq,- l,-q-qq,,-qv-q+ 1 -qJ 
= rank T(PFt; qv - 1 - q1 , -ql, -qv - q + 1 - ql) = nqv 
for some integer v  > max(f, S - 1). I f  this condition holds for some v  > max(F, 
s’- l), it holds also for every v 3 min(r”, s” - 1). 
To prove Theorem 4.13, apply Theorem 3.16 and the arguments of the proof 
of Theorem 4.9. 
COROLLARY 4.14. Let P(A) = xi=-, XjP,: I’,, - GL(F) be a rational poly- 
nomial with s, r > 1. Then all the left and right partial indices of P(h) are 
(a) nonnegative if and only if 
rank T(PF,‘; q - 1, -q, -2q + 1) = rank T(Fi; q - 1, 0, -2q + 1) = nq 
fov some q > max(r, s); 
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(b) nonpositive if and only if 
rank T(P$ 2q - 1, 0, -q + 1) = rank T(PF:; 2q - 1, q, -q f  1) = nq 
for some q > max(r, s). 
If any of these conditions holds for some q > max(r, S) it holds also for every 
q > min(r, s). 
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